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Introduction: Students in agricultural majors or
career paths may be committed to contributing
positively to their hometowns and trying to decide
where to practice their profession and raise their family,
but discipline-based learning is not adequate for this
process. These decisions require discipline-based
knowledge integrated with learning using the holistic
process.

Methods and Materials
Used the Holistic Process (Savory and Butterfield
1999) to create survey/discussion.
 IRB exemption approved March 6, 2014 (JS030614EX )
 Administered survey via e-mail, face-to-face
conversations, telephone conversations (n=50);
 4 communities, bimodal age distribution.
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Fig. 1. Looking out over the valley from above the Caves. Photo
by Jamie Sowell August 2012

Hypotheses Tested: 1) A negative
stereotype surrounds the Illinois
Valley. 2) The community believes
that the Valley is in need
of positive change.


Used survey information to
conduct peer-refereed literature
search on: stereotypes; rural
communities, drug use and
abuse, and community
aesthetics.

Recommendations:
Bring various groups closer together
 Improving aesthetics of the community
 Create a positive community event engaging
people of all ages
 Organize school competition for community
improvement /involvement
 Develop an event (community blackberry
picking) coinciding with the Blackberry Festival
 End negative stereotypes applied within the Valley
to other communities.
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Dillon,
Montana
Shane asked both
families, “What do
you as a group most
value?”

Hispanic Extended Family partners with
the Cottom Family to run the farm.
Shane Cottom, AGSC 465R student, used
the holistic process (Savory and Butterfield
1999) to help learn motivations of his own
family, the Cottoms, and of his co-family
Jose and Javier necessary to run the farm.

When a good job offer out of state
tempted him, Shane remembered
what he learned about his extended
family and his own holistic goals
and chose to work to own the farm
of his family.

465R, used the holistic process to
help her and her friends understand the
country they want to return to and what
social action they can take to improve it.
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“One day, I hope to have
the ability to contribute
positively to my hometown
and perhaps affect some
form of change it so
desperately needs.”
--G. Peynado
Brain drain
Gizelle Peynado, pre-vet student in AGSC

“First, look at traditional things. There are many good foods
and beautiful agricultural fields and practices in Nagoya and
Aichi. We should keep them to the future generation.
Second, talk and communicate to the elder generations who
have traditional knowledge. This second suggestion could be
combined with the first one; we would keep wealthy knowledge
by getting information from the older people.
Then, third recommendation is being interested in many kinds
of things broadly; it means that we need wide view for our
community in order to get much information.
Finally, I really want to recommend trying to grow vegetables.”
---Akihiro Kuriki
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